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Carbon forms various nanostructures based on the monatomic chains or strings which show transport
properties of fundamental and technological interest. We have carried out first-principles quantum conductance
calculations using optimized structures within density functional theory. We treated finite segments of carbon
monatomic chain, metal-semiconductor heterostructure, and resonant tunneling double barrier formed of C-BN
chains, as well as symmetric and antisymmetric loop devices between two electrodes. We examined the effects
of electrode, contact geometry, size of the device, strain, and foreign atoms adsorbed on the chain. Calculated
quantum ballistic conductance of carbon chains showing even-odd disparity depending on the number of atoms
and strain are of particular interest. Notably, chains consisting of an even number of carbon atoms contacted to
metal electrodes display a resonant tunneling-like behavior under axial strain. The double covalent bonding of
carbon atoms depicted through self-consistent charge density analysis underlies unusual transport properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the research on molecular electronicssor
moletronicsd1,2 has been in progress for several decades, con-
necting those nanodevices has remained a real challenge. In
an effort to develop highly conducting interconnects, intense
research has focused on nanowires,3 which revealed unusual
mechanical and transport properties of metallic wires.4–7 In
particular, a close correlation between their atomic structure
and stepwise variation of conductance has attracted
interest.8–10 Following predictions of several theoretical
studies11–13 the production of monatomic linear gold chain
has been a breakthrough.14,15 More recently, multiwall and
single-wall tubular wires of gold have been observed and
studied.16–18 While those thin metal wires drawn between
two electrodes have been useful to reveal fundamental as-
pects of quantum ballistic conductance, they were not repro-
ducible, and hence were unsuitable for device applications.
Carbon nanotubes19,20 with their unusual mechanical and
electronic properties have been considered as a promising
class of nanostructures meeting several requirements and of-
fering new paradigms in nanoelectronics. Further to several
device applications, single-wall carbon nanotubessSWNTd
are also considered as interconnects. Experimentally and
theoretically it has been shown that SWNTs can be uni-
formly coated with Ti atoms.21,22 With their high conductiv-
ity and polarized spins at the Fermi level, coated carbon
nanotubes appear to be suitable for spintronic applications.22

Another ultimate one-dimensionals1Dd nanowire,
namely, monatomic linear chain of carbon atomssC-LCd,
attracted the interest of several researchers much earlier.23–29

Using chemical methods, production of carbon monatomic
chains up to 20 atoms in length has been achieved.30 Re-
cently, C-LC has been observed at the center of multiwall
carbon nanotubes.31

The transport properties of C-LC have attracted consider-
able attention owing to its ultimate size in fabricating
nanodevices. Lang and Avouris32 studied the conductance
variation of finite-size C-LCs havingN atomss3øNø7d in
contact with two jellium electrodes. They found that the

equilibrium conductanceGsNd varies in an oscillatory man-
ner, with odd-numbered C-LCs having a higher conductance
than even-numbered ones. This oscillatory variation of con-
ductance was attributed to the effect ofN on the occupation
of the degenerateespxd=espyd levels and their modification
by the coupling of jellium electrodes. The combined effect is
reflected in the state density at the Fermi level of the
electrode-C-LC-electrode system. The oscillatory behavior
of GsNd was revealed earlier also for the Na-chain
structure.33 Similar arguments based on the Laughlin Kalm-
eyer theory34 were used in explaining the conductance
through a single Al atom between two metal electrodes.35

Later, Lang and Avouris36 showed that there is a large trans-
fer of charge from the electrodes to the chain, which pro-
vides doping of the chain without introducing scattering cen-
ters. Recently, Laradeet al.37 reported a first-principles
analysis of finite-size C-LCs with 4øNø7 in contact with
two crystalline Al-electrodes under external bias. Their work
demonstrated that the conductance is affected by the crystal-
line order of electrodes, and coupling between carbon chain
and Al electrodes is one of the major factors controlling the
transport. Accordingly, whether carbon atoms were attached
to the top site or hollow site on the Al electrode becomes
significant as pointed out much earlier.35 Most importantly,
the even-odd disparity in the number of chain atoms found
by Laradeet al.37 has a trend opposite to that obtained in
jellium-electrode calculations, even-numbered chains having
higher conductance values than odd-numbered ones. The
first-principles analysis has also revealed a negative differen-
tial resistance at finite biases owing to a shift of conduction
channels relative to the states of Al electrodes.37

This paper presents an extensive study of the transport
properties of various structures based on carbon strings using
first-principles calculations of quantum conductance. Our
preliminary results have been reported as a short letter.38

Here we extend our analysis to investigate the effect of elec-
trodes, contact geometry, strain, and device-size which
shows interesting even-odd disparity in the number of atoms.
We also examined atomic string heterostructures and loop
devices.
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II. METHOD

We have performed self-consistent fieldsSCFd total en-
ergy and electronic structure calculations using the first-
principles pseudopotential plane wave method39,40 within
density functional theory41 sDFTd. All infinite and finite-size
nanostructures in our study have been treated within super-
cell geometries. Generalized gradient approximation42

sGGAd and local density approximation43 sLDA d have been
used in the calculations. The reported values are GGA results
unless otherwise stated. All the atomic positions and lattice
parameters of periodic structures have been optimized by
minimizing the total energy, forces on atoms, and the stress
on the structure. For the ultrasoft pseudopotentials40,44 used
in our calculations the wave functions are represented by
plane waves up to kinetic energy cutoffuk +Gu>400 eV.
The Brillouin zones of various structures have been sampled
by the Monkhorst-Packk-point sampling scheme.45 The
number ofk-points are determined by performing conver-
gence tests, which yield 131351 mesh appropriate for the
case of C-LC with a single atom per supercell. For larger
supercells, the appropriate numbers ofk-points have been set
by scaling according to the size of the unit cell.

The analysis of quantum ballistic conductance for infinite
and finite size structures have been performed using
TRANSIESTA-C, a recently developedab initio transport
software based on DFT, localized basis sets, and nonequilib-
rium Green’s function sNEGFd formalism.46,47 In
TRANSIESTA-C we have employed double-zeta-parameter
numerical basis sets which are usually comparable to well
converged plane wave basis sets. As usual, we have used an
electrode-device-electrode geometry for conductance calcu-
lations. The conductance of the device has been calculated as

GsEd =
2e2

h
TrsGlG

rGrG
ad s1d

after iteratively solving nonequilibrium Green’s function and
DFT equations.47 In the above equation,Gr and Ga are re-
tarded and advanced Green’s functions, andGl and Gr are
coupling functions to the left and right electrodes, respec-
tively. In order to match the device potential and the surface
potential of the semi-infinite electrodes, the device regions
are defined to contain some portions of the electrodes.

DFT is employed to describe exchange correlation and
charging effects as well as the atomic structure of both the
device and the electrodes in a self-consistent manner. Unlike
conventional DFT simulation schemes, in order to account
for the infinite and open nature of the system due to the
electrodes, DFT is used in combination with NEGF formal-
ism. The latter provides the means for representing the ef-
fects of infinite electrodes in the form of self-energy terms.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Earlier, we treated the conductance of periodic, infinite
C-LC, infinite and finite helix structures CuHX sN,pd in Ref.
38, where the mechanical and electronic structure of carbon
monatomic strings are also discussed to some extent. Unlike

most other elements and compounds, monatomic strings of
carbon do not tend to form zigzag chains. The carbon atomic
chain is stiff along its axis but flexible in the transverse
directions.38 In Fig. 1 the total energy and tension variations
in periodic C-LC as functions of the lattice parameter are
shown. The equilibrium lattice constant is 1.27 Å. As the
chain is stretched homogenously both the energy and the
tension of the chain increase. At the point where the maxi-
mum value of the tension is reached, the velocity of sound of
the longitudinal-acoustic mode is zero, and the chain breaks
due to long-wavelength perturbations.48 For C-LC the slope
of the tension becomes zero atc=1.56 Å, which corresponds
to a maximum strain value ofe=0.23 before the chain
breaks.

In the present work we are concerned with the conduc-
tance of the unstrained and strained finite segment of C-LC
between different types of electrodes, the finite segment of
C-LC having substitutional impurity, sBNd3 barrier,
sBNd3C6sBNd3 resonant tunneling double barrier, and asym-
metric and symmetric loop devices. We will address impor-
tant questions, which have not been investigated thoroughly
yet and reveal the effect of size, axial strain, geometry, and
also the type of electrodes on the transport properties.

In atomic scales, the detailed atomic structure of contact
and the type of the electrodes have considerable effects on
the conductance of the molecular conductors. We first choose
to use C-LC as the metallic electrodes. The atoms in the
device region are subjected to geometry optimizations in su-
percells, keeping the electrode-atom positions fixed. The ge-
ometry optimization has been performed also for devices un-
der axial strain. Accordingly, interatomic distances in the
device and the distance between the electrodes and the chain
are determined by minimization of the total energy. We also

FIG. 1. Total energy per atom and tension of carbon linear chain
as functions of lattice parameter. The energies are given relative to
the energy of the isolated C atom. The energy curve is a best fit to
the calculated valuesscirclesd, then the tension curve is obtained by
differentiation. The vertical dashed line separates the stable and
unstable domains of the chain with respect to a longitudinal
deformation.
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used Al electrodes having a specific crystalline orientation to
reveal the effect of the electrodes on conductance properties.

A. Conductance of carbon chain segments

First, we consider the conductance of a C-LC segment
under applied strain. Here the C-LC segment havingN car-
bon atoms is in contact with two electrodes taken as also
semi-infinite C-LCs. By using C-LC electrodes we intend to
achieve perfect contacts to the chain. Here, while semi-
infinite C-LCs are kept in their ideal atomic configuration,
the N-atom segment of the chain in the device region is
strained. When an axial tensionF is applied to anN-atom
chain, the lengthL of the chain increases so thatL→Ls1
+ed. We optimize the atomic positions of the elongated seg-
ment by keeping the separation of two C-LC electrodes at
Ls1+ed. The strain leads to nonuniform bond lengths in the
device region. For example, in a six-atom C-LC under a
strain of e=0.15 the sequence of equilibrium bond lengths
becomes 1.56,1.31,1.59,1.30,1.59,1.31,1.56 Å after relax-
ation. The lengths of the bonds between the terminal atoms
of the chain and the electrodes are equal to 1.56 Å. The
resulting conductance spectrum of these strained chains dis-
plays oscillatory behavior withE. Figure 2 presentsGsEd of
a finite C-LC device containingN=4–7 atoms subjected a
strain ofe=0.15. The character of oscillations is dramatically
different depending onN being odd or even. IfN is odd, the
chain always has a peak conductance value of 2G0 at the
Fermi level, whereas for evenN, GsEFd corresponds to a
minimum of oscillations which drops considerably with in-
creasinge. This salient feature is related to the alignment of
the molecular energy levels of the device region with the
electrochemical potential of the electrodes. It turns out that
EF coincides with the HOMO for odd-numbered chains, and
with the center of the HOMO-LUMO gap for even-

numbered ones. When geometrical optimization of the chain
is omitted and the strain is assumed to be uniform the con-
ductance oscillations are still present but their amplitudes are
smaller.38 The observation that even-numbered, strained car-
bon chains have lower conductance values is compatible
with the findings of Lang and Avouris for unstrained
chains.32 They reportedG.1.8G0 for carbon chains with
N=5 and 7 in between jellium metal electrodes. In our
model, the use of C-LC electrodes naturally corresponds to a
better or even perfect contact that leads toG=2G0. With our
choice of electrodes, unlike the results in Ref. 32, the differ-
ence ofN being odd or even in the calculated conductance of
unstrainedse=0d carbon chain does not manifest itself, be-
cause for allN the configuration is the same. Therefore the
odd-evenN disparity we find in the conductance of carbon
chains is a pure strain-induced effect.

To study the effect of electrodes on the strain-free and
strained carbon chains we also consider another system
where a finite sizesor a segment ofd C-LC is in contact with
two metal electrodes. As metal electrodes, we consider Al
bars consisting ofs001d planes, wheref001g crystalline di-
rection is taken parallel to the chain axis. The atomic posi-
tions of atoms in the Al electrodes have been optimized in
the infinite wire configuration. Once theN-atom chains are
connected to the hollow sites of the Al electrodes, the atomic
positions of C atoms are optimized by minimizing the total
energy and stress while keeping the distanceL between the
two Al electrodes fixed. In that optimization step, C atoms
are allowed to move but Al electrodes are assumed to be
rigid. It should be pointed out that the assumption of rigid
electrodes is an approximation, in particular for strained sys-
tems. However, we consider these as model systems and our
emphasis is on the response of carbon atomic chains to ex-
ternal strains. In principle, the part of the electrodes in the
device region should also be allowed to relax, but deforma-
tions in the electrodes would prohibit one to attribute the
conductance modifications to the carbon chain alone. In our
electrode-device-electrode configuration, each device is a
segment of C-LC consisting ofN atoms sN=4,5,6,7d as
shown in Fig. 3. It is similar to the model considered in Ref.
37, except that in the present case chain-electrode distances,
de, and all CuC bond lengths are optimized.

The optimized sequilibriumd carbon positions at zero
strain exhibit interesting features worth emphasizing: First,
the CuC bond lengths are not uniform. ForN=4, de
=0.84 Å sor dAluC=2.2 Åd; and the sequence of equilibrium

FIG. 2. Variation of calculated conductanceGsEd of a segment
of strained C-LC placed between two semi-infinite, strain-free car-
bon linear chains as electrodes. Fermi levels are set to zero. Atomic
positions in the segments consisting ofN=4,5,6,7 atoms are opti-
mized for the value of straine=0.15 and resulted in nonuniform
CuC bond distances.

FIG. 3. The electrode-device-electrode model used for the cal-
culation of conductance of finite C-LC consisting ofN=4,5,6,7
atoms. Electrodes are taken as Als001d bars made by consecutive
squares and centered squaressrotated by 45°d representings001d
planes of an Al fcc crystal perpendicular to the chain axis.L is the
spacing between two electrode surfaces,de is the distance between
the electrode surfaces and the terminal atoms of the C-LC segment.
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CuC bond lengths starting from the first carbon atom in
Fig. 3 are 1.34, 1.25, and 1.34 Å. Whereas forN=5, de
=0.92 Å sor dAluC=2.3 Åd; and the sequence of four equi-
librium CuC bond lengths is 1.34, 1.26, 1.26, and 1.34 Å.
ConsideringN=6 and 7, the equilibrium distance from the
end atom of the chain to the last atomic plane of electrode
changes in the range 0.84ødeø0.95 Å; as for the CuC
bond lengths, they are nonuniform with specific symmetry
and vary in the range 1.25ødi,i+1ø1.34 Å.

The variation of calculated equilibrium conductance of
the system described in Fig. 3 with a finite segment of C-LC
comprising a different number of atomssN=4–7d under e
=0 is shown in Figs. 4sad–4sdd in the energy range −5 eV
øEø5 eV. The conductance spectrum is derived from the
electronic structure of two electrodes coupled to the
N-carbon atom chain for Al electrodes. The electronic energy
level structure of the chain strongly depends onN and CuC
bond lengths,di,i+1, and it shifts and broadens depending on
the strength of coupling with metal electrodes. Eventually,
the resulting transmission coefficient andGsEd incorporate
all these effects self-consistently.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the equilibrium con-
ductance values on the number of carbon atoms present in
the chainszero straind. The value ofGsE=EFd varies be-
tween,1.8 and 1.2G0 for optimized C-LC segments with
Al electrodes and undere=0. As far as the even-odd dispar-
ity is concerned, the trend depicted in Fig. 5 agrees with the
trend reported by Laradeet al.,37 but disagrees with the
variation obtained from jellium calculations by Lang and
Avouris.32

In order to see the effect of strain, we studied the same
system described in Fig. 3, fore=0.15, so that the spacing
between Al electrodes has becomeLs1+ed. Having increased

the spacingL, the positions ofN carbon atoms in the seg-
ment have been determined again by optimization. To ex-
clude the effect of the site where the chain makes contact, we
constrained the chain to be connected to the hollow-site as in
the case ofe=0. Without this constraint, the chain under
strain favored the contact at the axial site, namely, a bridge
site above two adjacent AluAl bonds. Such a constrained
structure optimization is of importance, since the bond dis-
tances of the strained finite C-LC segment are not uniform,
instead they exhibit variation depending onN. Especially, the
distance from the first andNth carbon atoms to the elec-
trodes,de, is crucial for the coupling between C-LC and Al
electrodes. An earlier study by Laradeet al.37 examined the
effect ofde on the transport properties of a C-LC segment by
varying the value ofde.

The present study first determines what the required value
of de should be. Then the corresponding conductance is cal-
culated. The conductance of a segment of C-LC between two
electrodes depends on the details of its electronic level struc-
ture relative to the Fermi level of the metal electrodes. The
strength of the coupling to electrodes also induces changes
on the detailed electronic structure. The values ofde and all
bond lengths,di,i+1, optimized under a given strain ofe
=0.15 reveal interesting features. As in the case ofe=0, the
bond lengths remain to be nonuniform under strain. How-
ever, the dramatic changes occur in the values ofde. For N
=4,5,6,7, theoptimizedde sor dAluCd values at the contact
are calculated to be 1.23s2.95d, 1.37s3.00d, 1.42s3.03d, and
1.54 s3.12d Å, respectively. We explain this situation by a
carbon-Al-electrode coupling which is relatively weaker than
the strong CuC bonds. It also shows that, under higher
strains, the chain would break at the contact points to the
electrodes rather than at a CuC bond.

In Fig. 4 we also show the calculatedGsEd curves for
C-LC segments undere=0.15 strain. The values ofGsEd for
E=EF are plotted in Fig. 5 to show how the equilibrium
conductance depends onN under strain. We see that the
even-oddN disparity in conductance continues to exist under
e=0.15. An interesting issue one observes in Fig. 5 is thatG

FIG. 4. sad–sdd Variation of conductance vs energyE, GsEd,
calculated for relaxedsstrain freed C-LC segments consisting ofN
=4,5,6,7 atoms, respectively, in between Al electrodes as de-
scribed in Fig. 3. The Fermi energyEF is set to zero.sed–shd Same
for the C-LC segments under a straine=0.15.

FIG. 5. Variation of calculated equilibrium conductance,GsE
=EFd, of C-LC segments fore=0 and 0.15, as a function ofN, the
number of atoms in the segment. The atomic positions in the seg-
ment and the distance to Al electrodes are optimized for each case.
The N-atom C-LC segment is in contact with two Al electrodes as
described in Fig. 3. The variation ofGsE=EFd of strained C-LC
segments between two C-LC electrodes as a function ofN is shown
for the sake of comparison.
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increases for evenN in spite of the fact that the contact to the
electrodes gets weakersor stated differentlyde becomes
larger under straind. For example, forN=4 and 6 the conduc-
tance becomes very close to the perfect value, i.e.,GsE
=EFd→2G0. This means that the effect of scattering from
the contact is totally eliminated. This situation suggests a
resonant tunneling-like behavior between metal electrodes
and the carbon chain, even though the present system corre-
sponds to a metal-metal contact, and is not in the tunneling
regime. The nontrivial variation of equilibrium conductance
under applied strain is due to the detailed effects of charging
and broadening in the molecular energy levels of the chain
when coupled to the electrodes. Variations inde change the
degree of the coupling, and the relative weights of competing
effects of charging and broadening. In Fig. 5 we also plot the
variation of the conductance at the Fermi level,GsE=EFd of
the e=0.15 strained C-LC segment placed between two
C-LC electrodes as a function ofN. We see a reverse trend
compared to the case with Al electrodes. The situation de-
picted in Fig. 5 indicates thatGsE=EFd is strongly dependent
on the type of electrodes and the contact geometry between
the segments and the electrodes.

B. Effect of substitutional doping

We considered seven-atom C-LC segments containing N,
P, O, or S as a substitutional impurity atom. As shown in Fig.
6 the conductanceGsEd of a segment of C-LC including a
substitutional impurity is strongly affected. We again used
rigid C-LC electrodes. During the structural optimization of
the device region, the substitution of impurity atoms alters a
few neighboring CuC bond lengths. With the particular
C-LC electrodes the problem corresponds to calculating the
conductance of infinite C-LC with a single impurity atom at
the origin. In Landauer-Büttiker formalism, the conductance
of a device is defined through the transmission matrix, diago-
nalization of which leads to a set of eigenchannels. The total
transmission is obtained as the sum of the contributions of

the individual channels. In Fig. 6, in all cases of substitution-
ally doped C-LC, there are two eigenchannels that make
identical contributions to the total conductance.

While the decrease in conductance atEF is minor for N
and P impurity, S causes a significant decrease with a char-
acteristic pattern. The effect of substitutional O impurity is
even more dramatic causing a substantial fall of conductance
at the Fermi level. It should be noted that the variation of
conductanceGsEd is highly sensitive to the atomic positions
in the segment and on the distance to the electrodes. The
present variation ofGsEd for P impurity atE=EF is slightly
different from that in Ref. 38 owing to an improved structure
optimization in the present calculations. Present results sug-
gest that C-LC can be easily doped and its conductance can
be modified.

C. Conductance of various devices

The binary compound BN can form a stable linear struc-
ture and displays properties very similar to that of C-LC,
except that it is a wide band gap insulator. The band gap of
BN has been calculated to be 5 eV. Normally, a C-LC-
BN-LC junction is a metal-semiconductor heterostructure. A
periodic arrangement of CNsBNdM forms a superlattice; it is a
semiconductor with a band gap depending strongly onN and
M. Here we consider two different devices composed from a
C-LC and BN-LC heterostructure. The first device is a short
sBNd3 segment placed in between two C-LC electrodes. In
the case of a short segment, the BN-LC has HOMO and
LUMO states separated by a wide gap. The variation of equi-
librium conductanceGsEd is illustrated in Fig. 7sad. A
HOMO-LUMO gap of ,5 eV is present around the Fermi
level. The double barrier structuresBNd3C6sBNd3 that con-
nected two C-LC electrodes from left and right can be envis-
aged as a resonant tunneling double barrier structure. The
conductanceGsEd in equilibrium in Fig. 7sbd reflects the
electronic structure of the C-BN string heterostructure.

Ring structures of carbon are also present, and they are
studied in several recent works.24–28We have considered the
C-R14 ring structure to form a loop device. The circular ring
connected to short C-LC segments from both sides has been
optimized. Here we consider a symmetric and an asymmetric

FIG. 6. Variation of calculated conductanceGsEd of a segment
of C-LC having a singlesN,P,O,Sd substitutional impurity. The
dashed lines delineate the conductance of each of the two equiva-
lent eigenchannels of transmission. The variation of the total con-
ductanceG is shown by the solid lines.

FIG. 7. sad The conductanceGsEd of a sBNd3 barrier in between
two C-LC electrodes.sbd GsEd of a double barrier structure,
sBNd3C6sBNd3. EF is set to zero.
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loop device and calculate the variation of their conductance.
The atomic structure of these two devices is described in Fig.
8 as an inset. After the structural relaxation the circular shape
of the ring is deformed in both devices. Carbon atoms of the
ring connecting to the C-LC segments from both sides form
planar sp2 bonds. As a result, the circular shape becomes
oval. Figure 8 illustrates calculated totalGsEd together with
the contributions of two eigenchannels. In the case of a sym-
metric loop the conductance is smaller thanG0 at EF, but we
see well-defined peaks ofGsEd at certain energies. While one

of the eigenchannels has a smoothly oscillating pattern, the
other channel’s contribution occurs as sharp peaks of,G0 at
certain energies. As a result, the symmetric loop device is
metallic. The situation is dramatically different for the asym-
metric device. Here the contribution of both eigenchannels
vanishes for a wide range of energies aroundEF, but the
device conductance has some sharp peaks at some resonant
values of energy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented anab initio study of transport
properties of various structures and devices based on carbon
and carbon-boron-nitride heterostructure strings. These struc-
tures show unusual mechanical, electronic, and transport
properties. We examined the effect of the electrodes and con-
tact geometry, the effect of size, geometry, and strain of the
string structures between electrodes.

As far as technological applications of interconnects or
nanodevices are concerned, the transport properties of carbon
string structures are of particular interest. We carried out an
extensive analysis of the transport properties of segments of
strained carbon linear chains including a different number of
carbon atoms placed between different types of electrodes. In
particular, the conductance calculations for a chain segment
of N carbon atoms contacted to Al electrodes from both ends
revealed interesting odd-evenN disparity and resonant
tunneling-like behavior under strain.
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